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MMA Champions

MMA Champions is a 5 reel, 3-4-4-4-3 row, 30 payline video slot developed by Spinomenal and released on August 10, 2022.












Rate this free game
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MMA Champions



Launch Demo

Having issues with "MMA Champions" ?
Let us know what went wrong:



Submit



  Click “Launch” to play  MMA Champions Slot in fun mode.
 MMA Champions Slot Review
MMA Champions is a 30 payline video slot with a sports theme featuring boxing gloves, punching bags, and champion belt symbols against a fighting cage background. The 5×3-4-4-4-3 reel setup offers a max payout of 1,000x the stake.
Main features are Wilds that substitute for standard symbols and Scatters that pay anywhere. With an RTP of 95.72% and high volatility, the slot provides an authentic sports betting experience focused on landing symbol combinations, without any bonus features. Overall MMA Champions is a straightforward, volatile slot that captures the excitement of championship fighting. If you are a fan of Sports themed slots we recommend  you to try out NetEnt Studio games.
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Game Structure of MMA champions slot
The slot features a sports theme with symbols like boxing gloves, punching bags, and the champion belt. The background depicts a fighting cage. There are no adjustable paylines. The minimum bet is 0.3 units while the maximum goes up to 300 units.

Online Casinos  to play MMA champions
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BitStarz Casino







4400 + slots to play


Play Demo Slots


Play at the Casino
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7 Bit Casino







1200 + slots to play


Play Demo Slots


Play at the Casino







Quick informations
Theme: Sports, Fighting 
RTP: 95.72%
Volatility: High Max Payout: 1,000x bet Release date: August 10, 2022 Min bet: 0.3 
Max bet: 300 Gamble feature: No 
Bonus buy: No Jackpot: No




Paytable and Payouts
Standard symbols offer payouts for 3 to 5 symbol combinations landed from left to right. The maximum win possible is 1,000x the stake. MMA Champions has an RTP of 95.72% and high volatility.
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Pros and Cons of MMA Champions
Pros:
	Sports theme captures excitement of championship fighting
	Simple, straightforward gameplay focused on landing symbol combinations
	Max payout of 1,000x bets offers big winning potential
	Wilds substitute for standard symbols to form more wins
	Scatters pay out regardless of payline positions
	Slick graphics and visuals transport player into the arena
	Optimized for mobile play in addition to desktop

Cons:
	Lack of bonus features beyond base game spins
	High volatility means fewer regular payouts
	RTP of 95.72% is below average for slots
	Can get repetitive without added gameplay elements
	Higher minimum bets may not suit more casual players
	Fighting theme won’t appeal to all player tastes
	No progressive jackpots or tournaments

In Loving Memory: Lodune “Vanilla Gorilla” Sincaid

We have dedicated the MMA Champions slot to mixed martial artist Lodune Sincaid. Nicknamed “Vanilla Gorilla”, Sincaid had a long career as a professional fighter spanning UFC, WEC and several other MMA promotions.
Originally from Minnesota, Sincaid first stepped into the Octagon as part of the inaugural Ultimate Fighter reality show in 2004. Although losing his bout, his talent earned him a second UFC fight at the TUF Finale against Nate Quarry. A journeyman fighter, Sincaid competed across nine years facing many of the sport’s top names like Jason Miller and Cyrille Diabate.
In 2006, the fearsome heavyweight captured the WEC Light Heavyweight Championship title. After retiring in 2010 with an impressive 15-9 record, Sincaid turned his focus to training future fighters at his Sincaid MMA gym in Florida.
Sadly in April 2019, the beloved athlete passed away at the age of 45 from bipolar disorder.
About Spinomental Gaming Studio
Spinomenal is an innovative casino game developer that has been making its mark in the online gaming industry since 2014. Headquartered in Malta, the studio has swiftly grown to become a leading provider of HTML5 cross-platform games.
With a portfolio spanning over 100 original slots titles and a wealth of casino products, Spinomenal delivers engaging gaming experiences that captivate players. Their games library covers a diverse range of themes bursting with vibrant graphics and exciting features. Popular titles include Hunting Treasures, Demi Gods II, and Lilith’s Inferno among others.
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Written by: Vlad Hvalov
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Champions of Rome
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Jack Hammer 3
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Immortal Romance
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Starburst
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Fruity Showers
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Jack and the Beanstalk Remastered
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Focus on Risk-Free Entertainment: We exclusively provide guidance on free, non-monetary gameplay experiences. It is important to remember that gambling inherently carries risks and should only be engaged in responsibly, legally, and with moderation.
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This website is for entertainment and informational purposes only. Content presented here does not constitute real-money gambling opportunities.
External Links and User Responsibility: While references or links to third-party wagering platforms may be included, this site does not endorse or promote such activities. Users are solely responsible for verifying the legality of any gambling actions they pursue in accordance with their local laws and regulations. Participation by individuals under the legal gambling age (18+ / USA visitors: 21+ only) is strictly prohibited. Refer to our Responsible Gambling policies for further details.
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